Boundary formation by notch signaling in Drosophila multicellular systems: experimental observations and gene network modeling by Genomic Object Net.
The Delta-Notch signaling system plays an essential role in various morphogenetic systems of multicellular animal development. Here we analyzed the mechanism of Notch-dependent boundary formation in the Drosophila large intestine, by experimental manipulation of Delta expression and computational modeling and simulation by Genomic Object Net. Boundary formation representing the situation in normal large intestine was shown by the simulation. By manipulating Delta expression in the large intestine, a few types of disorder in boundary cell differentiation were observed, and similar abnormal patterns were generated by the simulation. Simulation results suggest that parameter values representing the strength of cell-autonomous suppression of Notch signaling by Delta are essential for generating two different modes of patterning: lateral inhibition and boundary formation, which could explain how a common gene regulatory network results in two different patterning modes in vivo. Genomic Object Net proved to be a useful and flexible biosimulation system that is suitable for analyzing complex biological phenomena such as patternings of multicellular systems as well as intracellular changes in cell states including metabolic activities, gene regulation, and enzyme reactions.